# Linguistics

## LING 2040  ENDANGERED LANGS
- **Section**: 001 (17098)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am
- **Location**: LANG 402
- **Instructor**: Burke M

## LING 2050  LANGUAGE OF NOW
- **Section**: 001 (14201)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: TR 09:30 am-10:50 am
- **Location**: GAB 310
- **Instructor**: Crowder S

## LING 3060  LANGUAGE STUDY
- **Section**: 001 (5744)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: MWF 09:59 am-10:50 am
- **Location**: BLB 065
- **Instructor**: Muthiah K

- **Section**: 002 (17495)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: TR 12:30 pm-01:50 pm
- **Location**: HKRY 252
- **Instructor**: Dutra R

- **Section**: 801 (14202)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: T 05:00 pm-06:20 pm
- **Location**: BLB 245
- **Instructor**: Crowder S

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

This is an Internet course. Course enrollment is restricted and non-Texas resident students residing outside of the state are not eligible to enroll in this section. Contact the department for enrollment assistance in an appropriate section of the course if applicable.

This is a blended course. Class has a face-to-face component and an online component.

## LING 3070  INTRO TO LINGUISTICS
- **Section**: 802 (2970)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: MW 02:00 pm-03:20 pm
- **Location**: ENV 391
- **Instructor**: Muthiah K

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

This is an Internet course. Course enrollment is restricted and non-Texas resident students residing outside of the state are not eligible to enroll in this section. Contact the department for enrollment assistance in an appropriate section of the course if applicable.

## LING 4010  ENG LANG IN AMER
- **Section**: 001 (17103)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: TR 11:00 am-12:20 pm
- **Location**: MATT 102
- **Instructor**: Cukor-Avila P

## LING 4030  ACQUISITION ESL
- **Section**: 801 (15959)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: T 03:30 pm-04:50 pm
- **Location**: WH 216
- **Instructor**: Crowder S

This is a blended course. It meets partially in person and online.

## LING 4040  PHONETICS / PHONOLOGY
- **Section**: 001 (14203)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: TR 09:30 am-10:50 am
- **Location**: BLB 065
- **Instructor**: Smith A

## LING 4050  MORPHOLOGY
- **Section**: 001 (17513)  Date: 09/12/2018
- **Time**: MWF 09:00 am-09:50 am
- **Location**: WH 112
- **Instructor**: Smith A

## LING 4060  SCIENTIFIC METHODS
LING 4090   SEMANTICS / PRAGMATICS
001  (13947)  CRE 3.0  MW  03:30 pm-04:50 pm  LANG 301  Ross J
LING 4100   POETICS
001  (17497)  CRE 3.0  MW  05:00 pm-06:20 pm  LANG 301  Ross J
LING 4120   MIGR AND LANG CONTACT
001  (17105)  CRE 3.0  TR  12:30 pm-01:50 pm  ENV 391  Munshi S
LING 4140   COMPUTATIONAL LING
001  (15034)  CRE 3.0  MW  12:00 pm-01:20 pm  TH 220  Palmer A
LING 4900   SPECIAL PROBLEMS
723  (13949)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
726  (18422)  CRE V  Munshi S
734  (18423)  CRE V  Lioy K
LING 4950   CAPSTONE FIELD EXP
001  (13950)  CRE 3.0  TR  12:30 pm-01:50 pm  CURY 211  Kapetangianni K
LING 5040   PRIN OF LINGUISTICS
801  (13951)  CRE 3.0  INET  Muthiah K
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
LING 5070   METHODS IN LING
001  (13953)  CRE 3.0  M  06:30 pm-09:20 pm  NTDP D212  Zhang X
Course Topic: RESEARCH DESIGN IN LINGUISTICS
LING 5080   TEACHING ESL
001  (13922)  CRE 3.0  R  06:30 pm-09:20 pm  NTDP D207B  Lioy K
PREREQUISITE: 12 HOURS OF ENGLISH AND LING 3060 OR LING 4040 OR LING 5040, OR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
LING 5090   PEDAGOGICAL GRAM
001  (17106)  CRE 3.0  TR  05:00 pm-06:20 pm  NTDP D207B  Dutra R
LING 5300   PHONOLOGY I
001  (13923)  CRE 3.0  T  06:30 pm-09:20 pm  NTDP D208B  Smith A
PREREQUISITE: LING 3070 OR LING 5040, OR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
LING 5360   DESCR LINGUISTICS
001  (16511)  CRE 3.0  T  06:30 pm-09:20 pm  NTDP B192  Smith A
ADVANCED ACADEMIC WRITING, LANGUAGE, & GRAMMAR
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
LING 5380   FIELD METHODS
001  (17499)  CRE 3.0  R  06:30 pm-09:20 pm  NTDP D209A  Smith A
LING 5390   PSYCHOLINGUISTICS
001  (17108)  CRE 3.0  W  06:30 pm-09:20 pm  NTDP B192  Kapetangianni K
LING 5530   SEMANTICS / PRAGMATICS
001  (14205)  CRE 3.0  MW  05:00 pm-06:20 pm  NTDP D207A  Palmer A
LING 5550   CORPUS LINGUISTICS
001  (17077)  CRE 3.0  W  06:30 pm-09:20 pm  NTDP D212  Zhang X
LING 5580   LANG AND GENDER
LING 5900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

703  (13924)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Ross J

711  (13925)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Chelliah S

726  (13926)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Dutra R

734  (13927)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LING 5910  SPECIAL PROBLEMS

703  (13928)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Cukor-Avila P

711  (13929)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Chelliah S

726  (13930)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Dutra R

  Course Topic:  PEDAGOGICAL GRAMMAR

734  (13931)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LING 5950  THESIS

703  (13940)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Cukor-Avila P

711  (13941)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Chelliah S

723  (13944)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Munshi S

726  (13942)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Ross J

734  (13943)  CRE V  RESTRICTED COURSE.  APPROVAL REQUIRED.  CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
       Zhang X

LING 6030  SEMANTICS

001  (15171)  CRE 3.0  MW  05:00 pm-06:20 pm  NTDP D207A  Palmer A

LING 6050  PHONOLOGY II

001  (18128)  CRE 3.0  T  06:30 pm-09:20 pm  NTDP D208B  Smith A

LING 6800  TOPICS IN LING

001  (15170)  CRE 3.0  M  06:30 pm-09:20 pm  NTDP D212  Zhang X

  Course Topic:  RESEARCH DESIGN IN LINGUISTICS